
     As we’ve seen in the past month, floods 
can happen any time of the year. Major 
weather events that bring buckets of rain 
have broken the banks of our rivers and 
flooded into our land. With the change in 
climate causing more and more extreme 
weather, it’s important to consider what’s 
ahead for us and the land we inhabit. It’s 
particularly important to look at the trees, 
and how they can help us manage the 
floodwaters. 
     Forests can help regulate the amount of 
water that floods in a given rainstorm. All 
the parts of the tree use water to survive, 
and trees are well-suited for capturing large 
amounts of water. The tree catches water in 
heavy rain, and slowly releases it into our 
rivers and streams, which is much different 
than how roads and sidewalks disperse 

water so quickly. The roots of the tree also 
increase soil permeability, which lets water 
get deeper into the soil, instead of rushing 
over it. Not all kinds of trees are well-suited 
for this, but trees that you find near rivers or 
in wetlands are used to flooded conditions 
and can control the flow much easier. 

     Red Maple and Swamp White Oak can 
tolerate being submerged by floods 
occasionally. Oaks and Hickories, which are 
very common in Barry County’s forests, are 
not so lucky when it comes to high waters. 
These trees can get their roots damaged by 
the water and catch diseases or decline in 
health where their wetland counterparts 

would not. In severe floods, even wetland 
species can get damaged by suffocation of 
the roots and debris that the floods push 
around. This makes it very important to look 
in your woods once the floodwaters are 
gone and get a view at the health of your 
forest. 
     Dealing with a flooded woodlot means 
you must look out for unsafe trees, flooded 
patches, and think about how to minimize 
the damage that’s been done. It’s important 
to stay safe, so be cautious and aware while 
you’re taking stock of what’s out there.  
     If you are looking for forestry assistance, 
you can call the Barry Conservation District 
Forester, Ben Savoie at (269) 908-4134, send 
him an email at ben.savoie@macd.org, or 
stop in the office at 1611 S. Hanover Street 
in Hastings, Suite 105. 

Forests can help regulate the amount of 

water that floods in a given rainstorm.  

08-18-26:  Multiple parcels eligible for QFP. Most parcels a mix of 
Oak-Hickory forest with mixed hardwood components. Large scale 
plantings of mixed pines in plantation. Looking for plan writer for 
enrollment in next tax year (2020). NRCS Technical Service Provider 
preferred. Approximately 270 Acres for enrollment. 
                                    
03-18-23: Looking for lot-clearing service to make space for home, 
also interested in timber harvest on rest of property. Forest is mostly 
Red Oaks, Hickories, and White Pine. Roughly 20 acres for harvest. 

 

If you are interested in any of this work please call the Ben Savoie at (269) 

908-4139. Ben will make sure that the landowner is aware of your interest 

and provide your contact information. 




